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1 Introduction
This document is intended to serve as a guideline to step Openet Clients through using the
upgraded Openet JIRA ticketing system to report new issues to Openet Support.
This document also contains information on using the system to monitor/comment on
existing tickets already logged with Openet Support.

2 Accessing the openet JIRA ticketing system
The Ticketing System is accessed from the Customer Support Extranet site (
https://www.openet.com/support/) by selecting ‘Raise a Jira Ticket’ button

3 Logging into Openet JIRA
Clicking on the “Raise a Jira ticket” button will redirect you to Openet’s customer ticketing
system (jira.openet.com).
You also have the option to go to jira.openet.com directly and logging in with the credentials
provided to you by one of our Jira administrators.
If you do not have a user account, please fill out the registration form at
(https://www.openet.com/support/) and click submit. Within 72 hours you will receive email
notification with your login credentials to the ticketing system.
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4 The Openet JIRA Dashboard screen
The dashboard is the first page you see when you login to JIRA.
It has three areas:
1. The Navigation bar (at the top of the screen).
2. The name of this particular JIRA system (Openet).
3. The main area of the screen which can be customised to display different types of
information via the ‘Manage Dashboard’ option under the ‘Dashboards’ drop-down link.

The left and right hand panel of the main area of the screen contains the following
information:


Information panels containing Openet specific data relating to Problem
Reporting/Problem Categorisation, Status Definitions and End Of Life Support
specifics



An additional panel containing pre-defined filters (Favourite Filters, Assigned
to Me, Issues in progress) and a ‘Quick Links’ panel



Another panel containing the project (Customer Account) which you have
been assigned permission to browse and log tickets against.

In this example, the project in question is ‘Support (For testing 2)’ (which is an internal
project used for JIRA Testing purposes).
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If you feel you should have access to more than one Project (Customer Account), please
email jirahelp@openet.com detailing the Customer Account(s) you should have access to
and the required permissions.


The sample project ‘Support (For testing 2)’ in this case has been assigned a
key id of (SUPPA) which means that this key id will prefix all tickets logged within
this Project.

Please note that this project and key id only serves as an example. Each project has a
unique key id assigned to it and this key will determine the prefix for all tickets raised against
that project.


The ‘Lead’ references the name of the Customer Support liaison assigned for this
project.

While this person may not actively work on each ticket present within this project, each ticket
created will automatically be assigned to this individual but a notification will also be sent to
the entire support team so that another member can start working on the ticket should the
‘Lead’ be unavailable for whatever reason.


There are 2 drop-down options available to the right hand side of the Sample
Projects section as follows:



Summary – this shows a 30 day summary of activity



Issues – this shows an issue status summary and a number of system default
filters



Road Map – not applicable
(This is intended to be used to show issues scheduled for the next unreleased
versions).



Change Log – this can be used to give an overall view of issues resolved in
recent versions in this project



Reports – Shows a list of predefined JIRA reports



Popular Issues – this shows unresolved issues in the project sorted by number of
‘votes’



Versions – can be used to search for issues against particular versions applicable
to this project



Components – can be used to search for issues against particular components
applicable to this project
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Labels – If users start labelling issues, the labels appear here



All Issues – this shows all issues raised against this project with the ability to
modify it and save it as a Filter



Resolved Recently – this allows you to search for tickets which have been
resolved within a certain time period (specified in the Resolution Date drop-down
section)



Outstanding – shows the current outstanding tickets based on Resolution of
‘Unresolved’ but this can be modified



Added recently – this shows recently created tickets which can be further
modified



Unscheduled – this shows tickets based on ‘Fix Version’ field



Updated recently – this shows tickets based on ‘Updated Date’ field criteria but
can be further modified



Assigned to Me – this shows tickets where assignee is set to ‘Current User’ but
this can be modified to specify another user



Unresolved – this shows tickets based on Resolution field of ‘Unresolved’ but can
be further modified



Reported by Me – this shows tickets where Reporter is set to ‘Current User’ but
again can be modified further

NOTE:
A. Clicking the
icon on the Navigation bar at the top left hand corner of
the screen at any time will return you to the dashboard.
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On the right hand-side of the main area of the dashboard screen the <Manage
Filters>’ link in the ‘Favourite Filters’ section brings up the ‘Manage Filters’ page.

From this page you can do the following:
 See filters that have been saved as ‘Favourite Filters’.
 See all filters that you own (My).
 Search for filters that have been created by you or shared with you by other
users.
 Update an existing filter's details or edit a filter's search criteria for a filter that you
have created.
NOTE:
B. There are other ‘Quick Links’ options available below the ‘Filters’ section (My Unresolved
Reported Issues, Votes, and Watches) which can be used to search for items meeting
specific criteria.
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5 The jira navigation bar
It contains links which give you access to many of the most useful functions within the
Openet JIRA Ticketing system namely:


Dashboards



Projects



Issues

6 The jira navigation bar - Dashboards
The dashboard is the first page you see when you login to the Openet JIRA Ticketing
system. It can be configured to display different types of information depending on your
areas of interest.
There are two options available from the ‘Dashboards’ drop-down menu:
1. View System Dashboard

The System Dashboard
This is the first screen that you see when you login initially and is covered in ‘The Openet
JIRA Dashboard screen’ documented above.
2. Manage Dashboards

Manage Dashboards
From this page you can do the following:
 Favourites: Manage your Favourite Dashboards
 My: Manage all Dashboards you own
 Popular: Allows you to view all popular dashboards
 Search: Allows you to search for all visible dashboards

3. Create New Dashboard
Clicking on the link highlighted in the screenshot above allows you to ‘Create New
Dashboard’:
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Fill in the requested information. You can either choose to create your New Dashboard from
scratch by selecting the Start From ‘Blank Dashboard’ drop-down option or you can create
your New Dashboard using the ‘System Dashboard’ as your starting point.
You can then opt to mark this as a ‘Favourite’ by clicking on the

icon.

When you have created your Test Dashboard e.g. Mary Test you click on it and click
on the ‘+ Add Gadget’ icon to populate it with Gadgets. These are essentially
information boxes that can be selected from system filters or filters you have created
yourself via the Gadget Directory. These gadgets can then be positioned on your
dashboard page to suit your specific needs/preferences.

More information on Customising the Dashboard can be found in the Atlassian
documentation here
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7 The jira navigation bar - PROJECTS
The Projects drop-down link shows the Current Project ‘Support (For testing 2)’ together
with the option to ‘View All Projects’ (bearing in mind that only Projects which you have been
granted access to will be visible here).

Clicking on the ‘Support (For testing 2)’ project link above presents us with the following
screen. The options on the left hand side of the screen have already been covered above.
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8 The jira navigation bar – ISSUES
The ‘Issues’ drop-down menu link displays the following options:



Search for Issues -> This shows tickets matching a default set of criteria which can
be saved or modified by clicking the various down arrows beside the categories
listed.
You can change how you view the Issues returned from your search by clicking the
down arrow beside this icon:



Create Issue -> This launches the ‘Create Issue Screen’ window allowing you to
create a Ticket against the relevant project



Recent Issues -> This highlights the most recent issues



Filters->My Open Issues – This shows any tickets where ‘Resolution’ is set to
‘Unresolved’ but can be modified to more precisely match what you’re looking for



Filters->Reported by Me – This filter shows tickets where the ‘Reporter’ is the
‘Current User’ that is logged in



Manage Filters – Clicking this link allows you to organise your filters, setup
favourites, search for filters created by others and shared with you. This has already
been covered previously
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8.1 Creating Issues
To create a new Ticket, follow these steps:
Click the ‘Create Issue’ link on the Dashboard screen as highlighted below

OR
Select ‘Create Issue’ from the drop-down menu list under ‘Issues’

NOTE:

C. To create an Openet ticket in the JIRA ticketing system, you will need to have the
appropriate permissions in the relevant project. If you don't have this permission, please
contact jirahelp@openet.com referencing the particular project you require permissions
to.


The Create Issue Screen appears



Complete all fields, required fields are highlighted by an asterix



Click the Create button at the bottom of the Create Issue Screen
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The new issue will be created.



You will see the new issue created under ‘Recent Issues’ in the ‘Issues’ drop-down
menu. Clicking on the ticket link will open the ticket you have just created.



You will also receive an email containing details and a link to your new issue.

8.2 Creating Issues – Field Descriptions


Project* – This is a required field. Select the relevant project from the drop-down list.



Issue Type* – This is a required field. Enter the type of Issue that best matches the
problem being reported.



Logged Date/Time*– This is a required field. Enter the date and time at which the
issue is being logged into the ticketing system.



Customer Contact Name – This is an optional field. For Customer’s logging tickets
directly to JIRA, this field can be left blank as it will get populated automatically once
the Ticket has been created.



Customer ID reference – If there is an internal Customer specific tracking ticket for
the issue, please reference it here.



Logged Method – Please select from the drop-down list as appropriate e.g. if logging
a ticket direct via the ‘Access Issue Tracker’ option from the Customer Support
website, please select the ‘website’ option.



Affected System* – This is a required field. Choose from Production, Pre-production,
Test or Development



Summary* – This is a required field. Please enter a descriptive summary of the issue
being reported.



Priority* – This is a required field. Please enter an appropriate (and relevant) priority
for the issue being reported. Please note that all Priority 1 CRITICAL tickets
logged direct to the Openet JIRA ticketing system NEED to be followed up with
a phone-call to the Openet Support number.
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Outage* - This is a required field. Please select the relevant bullet option and
populate the follow-on outage duration fields as appropriate



Components* – This is a required field. Please select from the available Components
listed.



Component area* – This is a required field. Please select as appropriate from the
available options listed.



Sub-component – This is an optional free-text field and allows you to specify a
specific area or sub-component where the issue being reported lies.



Affects version/s* – This is a required field. Please select as appropriate from the
available versions listed.



Installed Patches – Please provide details of any installed patches applied on top of
base release versions as applicable. This is an optional field.



Platform/OS – Please select as appropriate from the options provided.



Description* – This is a required free-text field. Please include a complete and
detailed description of the issue being encountered.



Reproducible – Please select Yes or No as appropriate (optional field).



Steps to Reproduce – If the issue is reproducible, please provide a step by step
reproducible scenario (optional field).



Attachment – This allows you to include an attachment no larger than 10Meg in size.
All files larger than this should be uploaded to the Openet ftp site using the customer
specific ftp account details you have.



External ID# - This is primarily relevant for tickets being logged by Openet internal
staff which may relate to existing tickets present on other Openet internal systems
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9 Managing your user profile


Your JIRA user profile is where you specify your JIRA settings (e.g. your email address, and
the format in which you would like to receive email notifications).



It also contains a drop down icon beside ’Filters’ to a number of predefined reports.



To view your JIRA user profile, click the down arrow beside your profile icon at the top-right
of the dashboard page and choose ‘Profile’.



This will display your ‘User Profile’ page as follows:

Further information on Managing your User Profile can be found here
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10 Learning more about JIRA
If you click the down arrow beside the?
you will be presented with a number of options
allowing you to get more information about this particular 6.1 version of JIRA.

There is also a drop-down option beside your profile picture which allows you to view/change
your profile, visit the Atlassian Marketplace, Dashboard link, view and modify the Issue
Navigator options and Log out.
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